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PARABOLIC EQUATIONS IN SIMPLE CONVEX POLYTOPES
WITH TIME IRREGULAR COEFFICIENTS
HONGJIE DONG AND DOYOON KIM
Abstract. We prove the W 1,2p -estimate and solvability for the Dirichlet prob-
lem of second-order parabolic equations in simple convex polytopes with time
irregular coefficients, when p ∈ (1, 2]. We also consider the corresponding Neu-
mann problem in a half space when p ∈ [2,∞). Similar results are obtained for
equations in a half space with coefficients which are measurable in a tangential
direction and have small mean oscillations in the other directions.
1. Introduction
This paper is concerned with the Lp-theory of second-order linear parabolic
equations in non-divergence form with discontinuous coefficients in simple convex
polytopes. By a simple polytope we mean a d-dimensional polytope (not necessarily
bounded) each of whose vertices, if there are any, is adjacent to exactly d edges.
This work is a continuation of [7], in which the first author studied elliptic equations
in a half space or in a 2D convex wedge. Equations with discontinuous coefficients in
non-smooth domains emerge from problems in mechanics, engineering, and biology,
to name a few.
The Lp-theory of non-divergence form second-order elliptic and parabolic equa-
tions in the whole space or smooth domains with discontinuous coefficients was
studied extensively in the last fifty years. According to the well-known counterex-
amples of Ural’tseva [37] and Nadirashvili [31], in general there does not exist a
solvability theory for uniformly elliptic operators with general bounded and mea-
surable coefficients. Many efforts have been made to treat particular types of dis-
continuous coefficients. See, for instance, [2, 3, 19, 25, 26, 34, 4] and recent work
[21, 22, 13, 14]. In these papers, either the leading coefficients are assumed to be
measurable with respect to one or two variables and sufficiently regular with respect
to the other variables, or p is in a small neighborhood of 2.
There is also a vast literature on the Lp-theory for elliptic and parabolic equa-
tions with smooth coefficients in domains with wedges or with conical or angular
points. See, for instance, [15, 11, 16, 5, 32, 17, 29, 30] and the references therein.
In [27, 28] Lorenzi considered elliptic equations with piecewise constant coefficients
in two sub-angles of an angular domain in the plane with a zero right-hand side
and inhomogeneous Dirichlet boundary conditions. Solvability results in weighted
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Sobolev spaces were established for the heat equation in a dihedral angle by Solon-
nikov [35, 36], and in a wedge with edge of an arbitrary codimension by Nazarov
[33] under the assumption that the base of the wedge has a smooth boundary. The
proofs in these two papers are based on the estimates of the corresponding Green’s
functions. Very recently Kozlov and Nazarov [18] extended the result in [33] to
parabolic equations with leading coefficients which are measurable functions with
respect to the time variable. This result is in the same spirit as Lieberman [24] and
Krylov [20, 21], in which it is shown that for certain Schauder and Lp-estimates
of parabolic equations one does not need any regularity assumptions on the co-
efficients with respect to the time variable. We also mention that the Dirichlet
and Neumann boundary value problems for the heat equation in bounded Lips-
chitz domains were studied by Wood [38]. For divergence type parabolic equations
in irregular domains, we refer the reader to a recent paper [1] and the references
therein.
The objective of this paper is to study Lp-estimates for parabolic equations in
simple convex polytopes. For p ∈ (1, 2], we prove the W 1,2p -estimate and solvability
for the Dirichlet problem with most leading coefficients merely measurable with
respect to the time variable and one spacial variable (Theorem 2.1). This range of
p is sharp even for Laplace equations in polygons. See, for instance, [11, Theorem
4.3.2.4], or [30, Sect. 4.3.1]. We also consider the corresponding Neumann problem
in a half space when p ∈ [2,∞) (Theorem 2.3). Similar results are obtained for
equations in a half space with coefficients which are measurable in a tangential
direction and have small mean oscillations in the other directions (Theorems 6.2
and 6.3). At a conceptual level, Theorem 2.1 appears to be close to the main
result in [18] mentioned above. However, the base of the wedge which we treat
is non-smooth and is not covered by the results in [18]. On the other hand, we
only consider estimates in Sobolev spaces without weights. At a technical level, our
arguments are completely different from those in [18].
For the proofs, we note that the classical Caldero´n–Zygmund approach cannot
be applied to our problem due to the lack of regularity of the coefficients and the
domain. Our proofs are motivated by Krylov [21], in which the author presented
a unified approach to investigating the Lp-solvability of both divergence and non-
divergence form parabolic (and elliptic) equations in the whole space when the
leading coefficients have vanishing mean oscillations (VMO) in the spatial variables
and are measurable in the time variable. However, this approach is not directly
applicable here by the same reason above. Roughly speaking, our main idea of the
proofs is that after a suitable change of variables we can rewrite the operator into
a divergence form operator of a certain type. With the Dirichlet boundary condi-
tion, we prove that certain first-order derivatives of the solution satisfy divergence
form equations with the conormal derivative boundary condition1. While with the
Neumann boundary condition, the normal derivative of the solution satisfies a di-
vergence form equation of a special type with the Dirichlet boundary condition.
Therefore, we reduce the problem to certain Lp-estimates for these divergence form
operators, for which the interior and boundary Cα-estimates of certain first deriva-
tives are available due to the De Giorgi–Nash–Moser estimate. Then we are able
to use Krylov’s approach mentioned above to establish the desired Lp-estimates.
1This crucial observation was used before by Jensen [12] and Lieberman [24] in different
contexts.
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The remaining part of the paper is organized as follows. We introduce some
notation and state our main theorems, Theorems 2.1 and 2.3, in the next section.
Section 3 is devoted to the proof of Theorem 2.1 in the special case when p = 2,
with more general boundary conditions. To prove the general case, in Section 4 we
consider divergence form parabolic operators of two different types. We obtain Lp-
estimates for these operators, which are crucial in the proofs of the main theorems.
We complete the proofs of Theorems 2.1 and 2.3 in Section 5. In Section 6, we
treat parabolic equations in a half space with coefficients which are measurable
with respect to a tangential direction of the boundary of the half space and VMO
with respect to the other variables.
2. Main results
First let us fix some notation. For r > 0 and (t0, x0) ∈ Rd+1, we write
Br(x0) = {x ∈ Rd : |x− x0| < r},
Qr(t0, x0) = {(t, x) ∈ Rd+1 : t0 − r2 < t < t0, |x− x0| < r}.
For any integer 1 ≤ k ≤ d, we define a wedge with edges of codimension d− k
Ξk = Ξkd := {x ∈ Rd : x1, . . . , xk ∈ R+},
which is a special type of simple convex polytopes. Its boundary ∂Ξk is composed
of k faces
Γk,i := {x ∈ Rd : xi = 0} ∩ ∂Ξk, 1 ≤ i ≤ k.
Note that Ξ1 = Rd+ = {x = (x1, . . . , xd) ∈ Rd : x1 > 0} and Γ1,1 = ∂Rd+. We set
Bkr (x0) = Br(x0) ∩ Ξk, Qkr (t0, x0) = (t0 − r2, t0)×Bkr (x0),
Γk,ir (x0) = Br(x0) ∩ Γk,i, 1 ≤ i ≤ k.
We write, for example, Bkr if x0 = 0 and Q
k
r if (t0, x0) = (0, 0). If D ⊂ Rd or
D ⊂ Rd+1, where D is not necessarily open in Rd or Rd+1, we denote ϕ ∈ C∞0 (D) if
ϕ is infinitely differentiable on D and its compact support belongs to O∩D, where
O is an open set in Rd or Rd+1. For the average of f over D ⊂ Rd+1, we use the
notation
–
∫
D
f(t, x) dx dt :=
1
|D|
∫
D
f(t, x) dx dt,
where |D| is the d+ 1-dimensional Lebesgue measure of D.
We assume that the operator is uniformly non-degenerate, i.e., there exists δ ∈
(0, 1) such that
δ|ξ|2 ≤
d∑
i,j=1
aijξiξj , |aij | ≤ δ−1 (2.1)
for all ξ ∈ Rd. In Theorems 2.1 and 2.3 below we assume that the coefficients aij
are measurable functions of (t, xd) ∈ R2 except add which is a measurable function
of either t or xd. That is,
aij = aij(t, xd) if (i, j) 6= (d, d).
add = add(t) or add = add(xd).
(2.2)
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Throughout the paper, we set RT := (−∞, T ), where T ∈ (−∞,∞]. Let
W 1,2p (RT × Ξk) be the solution spaces for non-divergence type parabolic equations
defined by
W 1,2p (RT × Ξk) = {u,Du,D2u, ut ∈ Lp(RT × Ξk)},
‖u‖W 1,2p (RT×Ξk) = ‖u‖Lp(RT×Ξk) + ‖Du‖Lp(RT×Ξk)
+ ‖D2u‖Lp(RT×Ξk) + ‖ut‖Lp((RT×Ξk).
Now we state the main results of the paper. Our first result is about the Dirichlet
problem in the domain RT × Ξk.
Theorem 2.1 (The Dirichlet problem). Let p ∈ (1, 2], T ∈ (−∞,∞], λ ≥ 0,
k ∈ [1, d] be an integer, and f ∈ Lp(RT × Ξk). Assume that aij satisfy (2.1) and
(2.2). If u ∈W 1,2p (RT × Ξk) satisfies u = 0 on RT × ∂Ξk and
− ut + aijDiju− λu = f (2.3)
in RT × Ξk, then we have
λ‖u‖Lp(RT×Ξk) + λ1/2‖Du‖Lp((RT×Ξk) + ‖D2u‖Lp(RT×Ξk) + ‖ut‖Lp(RT×Ξk)
≤ N‖f‖Lp(RT×Ξk), (2.4)
where N = N(d, δ, p) > 0. Moreover, for any f ∈ Lp(RT × Ξk) and λ > 0, there
exists a unique u ∈ W 1,2p (RT × Ξk) satisfying (2.3) with the Dirichlet boundary
condition u = 0 on RT × ∂Ξk.
Remark 2.2. By using the odd/even extensions with respect to xd, without loss
of generality, in Theorem 2.1 we may assume that k < d. Indeed, if k = d, we set
u¯ and f¯ to be the odd extensions of u and f with respect to xd, respectively. Then
we have
‖u¯‖W 1,2p (RT×Ξd−1) ∼= ‖u‖W 1,2p (RT×Ξd), ‖f¯‖Lp(RT×Ξd−1) ∼= ‖f‖Lp(RT×Ξd).
Moreover, u¯ ∈W 1,2p (RT × Ξd−1) satisfies
−u¯t + a¯ijDij u¯− λu¯ = f¯
in RT ×Ξd−1 with the Dirichlet boundary condition on RT ×∂Ξd−1, where a¯dj and
a¯jd, j = 1, . . . , d− 1, are the odd extensions of adj and ajd with respect to xd, and
a¯ij are the even extensions of aij for all the other indices (i, j). It is clear that a¯ij
satisfy (2.1) and (2.2). Therefore, the case k = d follows from the case k = d− 1.
The second result is regarding the Neumann problem in a half space.
Theorem 2.3 (The Neumann problem). Let p ∈ [2,∞), T ∈ (−∞,∞], λ ≥ 0, and
f ∈ Lp(RT ×Rd+). Assume that aij satisfy (2.1) and (2.2). If u ∈ W 1,2p (RT ×Rd+)
satisfies D1u = 0 on RT × ∂Rd+ and
− ut + aijDiju− λu = f (2.5)
in RT × Rd+, then we have
λ‖u‖Lp(RT×Rd+) + λ
1/2‖Du‖Lp(RT×Rd+) + ‖D
2u‖Lp(RT×Rd+) + ‖ut‖Lp(RT×Rd+)
≤ N‖f‖Lp(RT×Rd+),
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where N = N(d, δ, p) > 0. Moreover, for any f ∈ Lp(RT × Rd+) and λ > 0, there
exists a unique u ∈ W 1,2p (RT × Rd+) satisfying (2.5) with the Neumann boundary
condition D1u = 0 on RT × ∂Rd+.
Remark 2.4. Although in Theorems 2.1 and 2.3 we only consider equations with-
out lower-order terms, it is worth noting that by following the proof of Corollary 3.2
the theorems can be extended to general linear equations with lower order terms:
−ut + aijDiju+ biDiu+ cu− λu = f
as long as bi and c are bounded measurable functions. In particular, we obtain the
a priori estimates in Theorems 2.1 and 2.3 for λ ≥ λ0, where λ0 is determined by
d, δ, and the bound of the coefficients of bi and c.
If we consider equations as above, for example, in [0, T ]× Ξk with appropriate
initial conditions, then we are able to remove the term λu by considering ue−λt.
In this case the constant N depends on T as well. See, for instance, the proof of
Theorem 2.1 in [21].
As an application of Theorem 2.1, by using a change of variables and the partition
of unity argument, and following the steps in Chapter 11 of [23], we derive the
corresponding W 1,2p -estimate and solvability of parabolic equations of the form
−ut + aijDiju+ biDiu+ cu− λu = f
in RT × Ω, where Ω is a general simple convex polytope, λ > 0 is a constant, and
aij = aij(t) are measurable functions in the time variable. If, in addition, Ω is
bounded and c ≥ 0, we can take λ to be zero. See, for instance, Chapter 11 of [23].
3. Non-divergence type equations when p = 2
In this section we prove Theorem 2.1 when p = 2 with more general boundary
conditions.
Theorem 3.1. Let T ∈ (−∞,∞], λ ≥ 0, k ∈ [1, d] be an integer, and f ∈ L2(RT ×
Ξk). Assume that aij satisfy (2.1) and (2.2). If u ∈W 1,22 (RT × Ξk) satisfies
− ut + aijDiju− λu = f (3.1)
in RT × Ξk with either the Dirichlet boundary condition u = 0 or the Neumann
boundary condition D1u = 0 on RT × Γk,1, and the Dirichlet boundary condition
u = 0 on the other faces RT × Γk,i, i = 2, . . . , k (when k ≥ 2), then we have
λ‖u‖L2(RT×Ξk) + λ1/2‖Du‖L2(RT×Ξk) + ‖D2u‖L2(RT×Ξk) + ‖ut‖L2(RT×Ξk)
≤ N‖f‖L2(RT×Ξk), (3.2)
where N = N(d, δ) > 0. Moreover, for any f ∈ L2(RT × Ξk) and λ > 0, there
exists a unique u ∈ W 1,22 (RT × Ξk) satisfying (3.1) with the boundary conditions
described above.
It is an interesting question whether the estimate above still holds when 2 ≤ k <
d and u satisfies the Neumann boundary condition on at least two faces.
Proof of Theorem 3.1. We first observe that the statements in the theorem hold
true if aij = δij . This can be justified by extending the equation to the domain
RT ×Rd. A similar extension process is explained in the derivation of (3.9) below.
Thus, thanks to the method of continuity, it is enough to prove the a priori estimate
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(3.2). Without loss of generality, we assume that u ∈ C∞(RT × Ξk)∩W 1,22 (RT×Ξk)
and aij are infinitely differentiable with bounded derivatives. Moreover, because of
Remark 2.2, we may assume that k ≤ d− 1.
We first claim that
d∑
i,j=1
(i,j) 6=(d,d)
‖Diju‖L2(RT×Ξk) +
d−1∑
i=1
√
λ‖Diu‖L2(RT×Ξk) ≤ N‖f‖L2(RT×Ξk), (3.3)
where N = N(d, δ). For the proof, we split into two cases: add = add(t) and
add = add(xd).
(i) The case add = add(t): We first consider the case when u = 0 on RT × Γk,1.
Note that ∫
RT×Ξk
addD2duD
2
1u dx dt = −
∫
RT×Ξk
addD1D
2
duD1u dx dt
=
∫
RT×Ξk
addD1duD1du dx dt, (3.4)
since D2du = 0 on RT × Γk,1. For 2 ≤ i ≤ d− 1 and 2 ≤ j ≤ d,∫
RT×Ξk
aijDijuD
2
1u dx dt = −
∫
RT×Ξk
aijD1ijuD1u dx dt
=
∫
RT×Ξk
aijD1juD1iu dx dt, (3.5)
where in the first equality we used Diju = 0 on RT × Γk,1, and in the second
equality we integrated by parts in xi and used D1u = 0 on RT × Γk,i. Of course,
(3.5) still holds if 2 ≤ i ≤ d and 2 ≤ j ≤ d− 1, in which case we integrate by parts
in xj in the second equality. If at least one of i and j equals 1, clearly we still have∫
RT×Ξk
aijDijuD
2
1u dx dt =
∫
RT×Ξk
aijD1juD1iu dx dt (3.6)
without performing any integration by parts. Thus by multiplying both sides of
the equation (3.1) by D21u, and integrating by parts, whenever necessary, we see
that∫
RT×Ξk
−utD21u dx dt+
∫
RT×Ξk
aijDijuD
2
1u dx dt− λ
∫
RT×Ξk
uD21u dx dt
=
1
2
∫
RT×Ξk
∂
∂t
(D1u)
2
dx dt+
∫
RT×Ξk
aijD1iuD1ju dx dt+ λ
∫
RT×Ξk
|D1u|2 dx dt
=
∫
RT×Ξk
fD21u dx dt,
which together with (2.1) and Ho¨lder’s inequality implies that
‖DD1u‖L2(RT×Ξk) +
√
λ‖D1u‖L2(RT×Ξk) ≤ N(d, δ)‖f‖L2(RT×Ξk). (3.7)
By symmetry, for i = 2, . . . , k, we have (3.7) with DDiu and Diu in places of DD1u
and D1u, respectively. The same estimate holds for i = k + 1, . . . , d− 1 by similar
and actually simpler reasoning. Therefore, we arrive at (3.3).
Now we treat the case when u satisfies the Neumann boundary condition on
RT ×Γk,1. Since D1u = 0 on RT ×Γk,1 and RT ×Γk,i, i = 2, . . . , k, using integration
by parts as above, we obtain the equalities (3.4), (3.5), and (3.6), which imply (3.7).
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We then use the idea in Remark 2.2 to reduce the number of the faces by 1. Rewrite
the equation (3.1) as
−ut + a11D11u+
d∑
i,j=2
aijDiju− λu = f −
d∑
i=2
(ai1 + a1i)D1iu := F.
Let u¯ and F¯ be the even extensions of u and F with respect to x1 to the domain
RT × Ω, where
Ω := R× Ξk−1d−1 := {x ∈ Rd : x2, . . . , xk ∈ R+}. (3.8)
It is clear that the coefficients a11 and aij , i, j ≥ 2, satisfy (2.1) and (2.2). Moreover,
u¯ ∈ W 1,22 (RT × Ω) satisfies
−u¯t + a11D11u¯+
d∑
i,j=2
aijDij u¯− λu¯ = F¯
in RT × Ω with the Dirichlet boundary condition u = 0 on RT × Γk,i, i = 2, . . . , k
(when k ≥ 2). Rearrange the coordinates
(x1, x2, . . . , xd)→ (x2, . . . , xk, x1, xk+1, . . . , xd).
Then from the estimate (3.3) for the Dirichlet boundary condition case above, we
have
d∑
i,j=1
(i,j) 6=(d,d)
‖Diju¯‖L2(RT×Ω) +
d−1∑
i=1
√
λ‖Diu‖L2(RT×Ω) ≤ N‖F‖L2(RT×Ω),
which together with the definition of u¯ and F¯ as well as (3.7) implies (3.3) in this
case.
(ii) The case add = add(xd): We make a change of variables to exploit the
divergence structure of the equation. Let
yd := φ(xd) =
∫ xd
0
1
add(s)
ds, yj := xj , j = 1, . . . , d− 1.
Denote y′ = (y1, . . . , yd−1) and set
u˜(t, y) = u
(
t, y′, φ−1(yd)
)
, f˜(t, y) = f
(
t, y′, φ−1(yd)
)
,
a˜dd(yd) = 1/a
dd(φ−1(yd)),
a˜jd(t, yd) =
adj + ajd
add
(
t, φ−1(yd)
)
, a˜dj = 0, j = 1, . . . , d− 1,
and a˜ij(t, yd) = a
ij(t, φ−1(yd)) for the other (i, j). Then we see that u˜ satisfies
−u˜t +
d∑
i,j=1
(i,j) 6=(d,d)
a˜ijDij u˜+Dd
[
a˜ddDdu˜
]− λu˜ = f˜
in RT × Ξk with the same boundary conditions as u. Note that∫
RT×Ξk
Dd
[
a˜ddDdu˜
]
D21u˜ dx dt = −
∫
RT×Ξk
Dd
[
a˜ddD1du˜
]
D1u˜ dx dt
=
∫
RT×Ξk
a˜ddD1du˜ D1du˜ dx dt
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if u satisfies either u = 0 or D1u = 0 on RT ×Γk,1. Since the coefficients a˜ij satisfy
(2.1) with an ellipticity constant depending only on δ, by proceeding as above, we
again obtain (3.3).
Now we prove (3.2). We again use the extension method. First we write the
equation (3.1) as
−ut +
d∑
i=1
aiiDiiu− λu = f −
d∑
i,j=1
i6=j
aijDiju := F.
Set u¯ and F¯ to be the odd extensions of u and F with respect to xk if u = 0 on
RT ×Γk,k. In case k = 1 and D1u = 0 on RT ×Γ1,1, we set u¯ and F¯ to be the even
extensions of u and F with respect to x1. Then we have
‖u¯‖W 1,2
2
(RT×Ξk−1)
∼= ‖u‖W 1,2
2
(RT×Ξk)
, ‖F¯‖L2(RT×Ξk−1) ∼= ‖F‖L2(RT×Ξk),
and u¯ ∈W 1,22 (RT × Ξk−1) satisfies
− u¯t +
d∑
i=1
aiiDiiu¯− λu¯ = F¯ (3.9)
in RT ×Ξk−1 with the same boundary conditions as u on RT ×Γk,i, i = 1, . . . , k−1.
We do not need any extensions of aij because aij are functions of only t and xd. We
repeat this extension process described above to consecutively extend an equation
in RT × Ξk−i to an equation in RT × Ξk−i−1, i = 0, . . . , k − 1, until we get the
equation (3.9) in RT × Rd. Now we observe that aii are measurable functions of
time and one spatial variable. Then by the L2-estimate for equations in the whole
space obtained in [14, Theorem 3.2] together with the definition of F¯ , we obtain
λ‖u¯‖L2(RT×Rd) + λ1/2‖Du¯‖L2(RT×Rd) + ‖D2u¯‖L2(RT×Rd) + ‖u¯t‖L2(RT×Rd)
≤ N(d, δ)‖F¯‖L2(RT×Rd) ≤ N
∑
i6=j
‖Diju‖L2(RT×Ξk) +N‖f‖L2(RT×Ξk).
Finally, we use the estimate (3.3) and the comparability of the L2 norms of functions
in RT × Ξk and those of their extensions in RT × Rd. The theorem is proved. 
Corollary 3.2. Let T ∈ (−∞,∞], k ∈ [1, d] be an integer, bi and c be measurable
functions bounded by a positive constant K, and f ∈ L2(RT × Ξk). Assume that
aij satisfy (2.1) and (2.2). Then there exists λ0 = λ0(d, δ,K) ≥ 0 such that, for
any λ ≥ λ0 and u ∈W 1,22 (RT × Ξk) satisfying
− ut + aijDiju+ biDiu+ cu− λu = f (3.10)
in RT × Ξk with the boundary conditions on RT × ∂Ξk as stated in Theorem 3.1,
we have the a priori estimate (3.2). Moreover, for any f ∈ L2(RT × Ξk) and
λ > λ0, there exists a unique u ∈W 1,22 (RT ×Ξk) satisfying (3.10) with the boundary
conditions as in Theorem 3.1.
Proof. Thanks to Theorem 3.1 and the method of continuity, it suffices to show
(3.2) for sufficiently large λ. To this end, we rewrite (3.10) as
−ut + aijDiju− λu = f − biDiu− cu.
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By Theorem 3.1, we have
λ‖u‖L2(RT×Ξk) + λ1/2‖Du‖L2(RT×Ξk) + ‖D2u‖L2(RT×Ξk) + ‖ut‖L2(RT×Ξk)
≤ N‖f‖L2(RT×Ξk) +N‖Du‖L2(RT×Ξk) +N‖u‖L2(RT×Ξk),
where the constant N = N(d, δ,K) is independent of λ. This implies (3.2) for
λ ≥ λ0, where λ0 = λ0(d, δ,K) ≥ 0 is sufficiently large. The corollary is proved. 
4. Parabolic equations in divergence form
In this section, we consider divergence form parabolic operators of two special
types. Throughout the section, we set
Lu = Di(aijDju), (4.1)
where aij satisfy (2.1) and (2.2). We denote H1p to be the solution spaces for
divergence form parabolic equations. Precisely,
H1p((S, T )× Ω) = {u : u,Du ∈ Lp((S, T )× Ω), ut ∈ H−1p ((S, T )× Ω)},
whereH−1p ((S, T )×Ω) is the space consisting of all generalized functions v satisfying
inf
{‖f‖Lp((S,T )×Ω) + ‖g‖Lp((S,T )×Ω) | v = div f + g} <∞.
4.1. Auxiliary results. The following theorem is a simple consequence of the
Lax–Milgram lemma.
Theorem 4.1. Let λ > 0, T ∈ (−∞,∞], k ∈ [1, d] be an integer, and f =
(f1, . . . , fd), g ∈ L2(RT×Ξk). Then there exists a unique u ∈ H12(RT×Ξk) satisfying
−ut + Lu− λu = div f + g
in RT × Ξk with either the Dirichlet boundary condition u = 0 or the conormal
derivative boundary condition aijDju = fi on each RT × Γk,i, where i = 1, . . . , k.
Furthermore, we have
√
λ‖u‖L2(RT×Ξk) + ‖Du‖L2(RT×Ξk) ≤ N‖f‖L2(RT×Ξk) +Nλ−1/2‖g‖L2(RT×Ξk),
where N = N(d, δ).
Throughout the rest of the paper, by L1 we mean the collection of divergence
form operators as in (4.1) with ai1 = 0 for i = 2, . . . , d. Similarly, L2 is the collection
of divergence form operators satisfying a1j = 0 for j = 2, . . . , d.
When the operator L is either in L1 or L2, we obtain the following observations
in Lemmas 4.2 and 4.3 below.
Lemma 4.2. Let L ∈ L2, λ ≥ 0, k ∈ [1, d] be an integer, R ∈ (0,∞], and
f ∈ L2(QkR). If u ∈ H12(QkR) satisfies
−ut + Lu− λu = f
in QkR with the conormal derivative boundary condition a
11D1u = 0 on (−R2, 0)×
Γk,1R and the Dirichlet boundary condition u = 0 on (−R2, 0) × Γk,iR , i = 2, . . . , k,
then w := D1u belongs to H12(Qkr ) for any r ∈ (0, R) and satisfies
− wt + Lw − λw = D1f (4.2)
in Qkr with the Dirichlet boundary condition w = 0 on (−r2, 0)×
(
Br ∩ ∂Ξk
)
.
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Proof. Take an infinitely differentiable function ϕ(t, x) defined in R × Rd with a
compact support in (−R2, R2) × BR such that ϕ is even with respect to x1. Note
that D1ϕ = 0 on R× Γk,1. Set
v := ϕu, hi := a
ijuDjϕ, g := a
ij(Diϕ)(Dju)− ϕtu+ ϕf. (4.3)
Note that hi, g ∈ L2(R0 × Ξk). Then v satisfies
− vt + Lv − λv = Dihi + g (4.4)
in R0 × Ξk with the conormal derivative boundary condition
a11D1v = a
11uD1ϕ = 0 = h1
on R0×Γk,1 and the Dirichlet boundary condition v = 0 on R0×Γk,i, i = 2, . . . , k.
For ε > 0, let aijε be the standard mollifications of a
ij with respect to (t, xd) and
hεi := a
ij
ε uDjϕ. Note that, due to the choice of ϕ, we have h
ε
1 = 0 on R0 × Γk,1.
Using Theorem 4.1 we find a unique solution vε ∈ H12(R0 × Ξk) to the equation
− vεt +Di
(
aijε Djv
ε
)− λvε = Dihεi + g (4.5)
in R0 × Ξk with the conormal derivative boundary condition
a11ε D1v
ε = hε1 = 0
on R0×Γk,1 and the Dirichlet boundary condition vε = 0 on R0×Γk,i, i = 2, . . . , k.
Since hεi → hi in L2(R0 × Ξk), we see that vε → v in H12(R0 × Ξk). In particular,
D1v
ε → D1v in L2(R0 × Ξk). (4.6)
Take λ0,ε to be a number bigger than λ0 in Corollary 3.2 determined by d, δ,
and the bound of Di(a
ij
ε ). Since Dih
ε
i + g ∈ L2(R0 × Ξk), by Corollary 3.2 there
exists a unique uε ∈W 1,22 (R0 × Ξk) satisfying
−uεt + aijε Dijuε +Di(aijε )Djuε − λ0,εuε = Dihεi + g + (λ− λ0,ε)vε
in R0 × Ξk with the Neumann boundary condition D1uε = 0 on R0 × Γk,1 and the
Dirichlet boundary condition uε = 0 on R0 × Γk,i, i = 2, . . . , k. Thanks to the
boundary conditions of uε and the facts that L ∈ L2 and hε1 = 0 on R0 × Γk,1, uε
satisfies the divergence type equation
−uεt +Di(aijε Djuε)− λ0,εuε = Dihεi + g + (λ− λ0,ε)vε
in R0 × Ξk with the same boundary conditions for (4.5). Since uε ∈ H12(R0 × Ξk)
and vε also satisfies the above equation with the same boundary conditions, by the
uniqueness, we have vε = uε ∈ W 1,22 (R0 × Ξk), D1vε = 0 on R0 × Γk,1, and vε = 0
on R0×Γk,i, i = 2, . . . , k. Then from (4.5), we see that wε := D1vε ∈ H12(R0×Ξk)
satisfies the divergence type equation
−wεt +Di
(
aijε Djw
ε
)− λwε = D1(D1hε1 + g) +
d∑
i=2
Di(D1h
ε
i )
in R0 × Ξk with the Dirichlet boundary condition wε = 0 on R0 × ∂Ξk. Since aij
and aijε are independent of x1, we have
D1hi = a
ijD1(uDjϕ), D1h
ε
i = a
ij
ε D1(uDjϕ),
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and D1h
ε
i → D1hi in L2(R0×Ξk). Thus wε converges in H12(R0×Ξk) to the unique
solution w˜ ∈ H12(R0 × Ξk) to the equation
− w˜t +Di(aijDjw˜)− λw˜ = D1(D1h+ g) +
d∑
i=2
Di(D1hi) (4.7)
in R0 × Ξk with the Dirichlet boundary condition w˜ = 0 on R0 × ∂Ξk. Especially,
D1v
ε = wε → w˜ in L2(R0 × Ξk).
This combined with (4.6) proves that D1(ϕu) = D1v = w˜ ∈ H12(R0 × Ξk). There-
fore, upon choosing an appropriate cut-off function ϕ, we conclude that w = D1u
satisfies (4.2) with the desired boundary conditions. 
Lemma 4.3. Let L ∈ L1, λ ≥ 0, k ∈ [1, d] be an integer, R ∈ (0,∞], and
f ∈ L2(QkR). If u ∈ H12(QkR) satisfies
−ut + Lu− λu = f
in QkR with the Dirichlet boundary condition u = 0 on (−R2, 0)×
(
BR ∩ ∂Ξk
)
, then
we have w := D1u belongs to H12(Qkr ) for any r ∈ (0, R) and satisfies
− wt + Lw − λw = D1f (4.8)
in Qkr with the conormal derivative boundary condition a
1jDjw = f on (−r2, 0)×
Γk,1r and the Dirichlet boundary condition w = 0 on (−r2, 0)× Γk,ir , i = 2, . . . , k.
Proof. Take ϕ(t, x) as in the proof of Lemma 4.2 (not necessarily to be even in x1
this time). Set v, hi, and g as in (4.3) and define a
ij
ε and h
ε
i as in the proof of
Lemma 4.2. Then v satisfies (4.4) in R0×Ξk with the Dirichlet boundary condition
v = 0 on R0×∂Ξk. Let vε ∈ H12(R0×Ξk) be the unique solution of (4.5) in R0×Ξk
with the Dirichlet boundary condition vε = 0 on R0×∂Ξk. By the same argument,
we have (4.6) and vε ∈W 1,22 (R0 × Ξk).
Here it is more involved to verify the conormal derivative boundary condition
since it is understood in the weak sense. To this end, we use an extension argument.
Set v¯ε to be the odd extension of vε with respect to x1. Since v
ε ∈W 1,22 (R0 × Ξk)
with the Dirichlet boundary condition on R0×Γk,1, it follows that v¯ε ∈W 1,22 (R0×
Ω), where Ω is defined in (3.8). Set a¯1jε , j = 2, . . . , d, to be the odd extensions of
a1jε in x1. For the other (i, j), we set a¯
ij
ε = a
ij
ε . Also set h¯
ε
1 to be the even extension
of hε1, h¯
ε
i , i = 2, . . . , d, to be the odd extensions of h
ε
i , and g¯ to be the odd extension
of g. Then v¯ε satisfies
−v¯εt +Di(a¯ijε Dj v¯ε)− λv¯ε = Dih¯εi + g¯
in R0 × Ω with the Dirichlet boundary condition on R0 × ∂Ω.
Since u = 0 on R0 × Γk,1, we see that D1h¯ε1 ∈ L2(R0 × Ω) and D1h¯ε1 is the odd
extension of D1h
ε
1 in x1, and D1h¯
ε
i ∈ L2(R0 × Ω), i = 2, . . . , d, and D1h¯εi are the
even extensions of D1h
ε
i in x1. From the fact that v
ε = 0 on R0 × ∂Ξk, L ∈ L1,
and integrating by parts in x1, it follows that w
ε := D1v¯
ε ∈ H12(R0 × Ω) satisfies
− wεt +Di
(
a¯ijε Djw
ε
)− λwε = D1 (D1h¯ε1 + g¯)+ d∑
i=2
Di(D1h¯
ε
i ) (4.9)
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in R0 × Ω with the Dirichlet boundary condition on R0 × ∂Ω. In fact, a¯ijε are
independent of x1, except a¯
1j
ε , j = 2, . . . , d, which have jump discontinuities at
x1 = 0. But for these j and any φ ∈ C∞0 (R× Ω),∫
R0×Ω
a¯1jε Djw
εD1φdx dt
=
∫
R0×Ξk
a¯1jε Djw
εD1φdx dt+
∫
R0×(Ω\Ξk)
a¯1jε Djw
εD1φdx dt
= −
∫
R0×Ξk
a¯1jε Dj v¯
εD21φdx dt −
∫
R0×(Ω\Ξk)
a¯1jε Dj v¯
εD21φdx dt
− 2
∫
R0×Γk,1
a¯1jε Dj v¯
εD1φdx dt
= −
∫
R0×Ω
a¯1jε Dj v¯
εD21φdx dt,
where in the last equality we have used Dj v¯
ε = 0 on R0×Γk,1. We note that (4.9)
is the only place in the proof where we use L ∈ L1, i.e., ai1 = 0, i = 2, . . . , d.
On the other hand, there is a unique solution w˜ε ∈ H12(R0×Ξk) to the equation
− w˜εt +Di(aijε Djw˜ε)− λw˜ε = D1 (D1hε1 + g) +
d∑
i=2
Di (D1h
ε
i ) (4.10)
with the conormal derivative boundary condition a1jε Djw˜
ε = D1h
ε
1+g on R0×Γk,1
and the Dirichlet boundary condition w˜ε = 0 on R0 × Γk,i, i = 2, . . . , k. Since
D1h¯
ε
1 + g¯ is the odd extension of D1h
ε
1 + g and D1h¯
ε
i , i = 2, . . . , d, are the even
extensions of D1h
ε
i with respect to x1, the function
¯˜wε ∈ H12(R0 ×Ω), which is the
even extension of w˜ε with respect to x1, satisfies (4.9) with the Dirichlet boundary
condition on R0×∂Ω. By the uniqueness, we have wε = ¯˜wε. This indicates that w˜ε
in (4.10) can be replaced by wε. That is, as a function in H12(R0×Ξk), wε satisfies
(4.10) with the conormal derivative boundary condition a1jε Djw
ε = D1h
ε
1 + g on
R0 × Γk,1 and the Dirichlet boundary condition wε = 0 on R0 × Γk,i, i = 2, . . . , k.
Then we see that, as in the proof of Lemma 4.2, wε converges in H12(R0×Ξk) to the
unique solution w˜ ∈ H12(R0 × Ξk) of (4.7) with the conormal derivative boundary
condition a1jDjw˜ = D1h1 + g on R0 × Γk,1 and the Dirichlet boundary condition
w˜ = 0 on R0 × Γk,i, i = 2, . . . , k. In particular,
D1v
ε = wε → w˜ in L2(R0 × Ξk).
This combined with (4.6) proves that D1(ϕu) = D1v = w˜ ∈ H12(R0 × Ξk). Upon
choosing an appropriate ϕ, we conclude that w = D1u satisfies (4.8) with the
desired boundary conditions. 
4.2. C1,α-estimates. For functions defined on a subset D in Rd+1, we denote
[f ]Cα(D) = sup
(t,x),(s,y)∈D
(t,x) 6=(s,y)
|f(t, x)− f(s, y)|
|t− s|α/2 + |x− y|α .
Notice that in the following lemma the operator L is not necessarily in L1 or L2.
Lemma 4.4. Let λ ≥ 0, k ∈ [1, d] be an integer, and u ∈ H12(Qk2). Suppose that u
satisfies
− ut + Lu− λu = 0 (4.11)
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in Qk2 with the Dirichlet boundary condition u = 0 on (−4, 0)× (B2 ∩ ∂Ξk). Then
for i ∈ {k + 1, . . . , d− 1}, whenever this set is non-empty, we have
[Diu]Cα(Qk
1
) ≤ N‖Diu‖L2(Qk2 ), (4.12)
where α = α(d, δ) ∈ (0, 1) and N = N(d, δ) > 0 are constants. If, in addition,
adj = 0 for j = 1, 2, . . . , l, where l = min{k, d − 1}, then (4.12) holds true for
i = 1, . . . , l.
Proof. We first prove the case λ = 0. If i = k + 1, . . . , d − 1, then by using the
standard difference quotient argument (see, for instance, Theorems 8.8 and 8.12 of
[10]), we see that w := Diu is in H12(Qk3/2) and satisfies
−wt + Lw = 0
in Qk3/2 with the Dirichlet boundary condition w = 0 on (−4, 0) ×
(
B3/2 ∩ ∂Ξk
)
.
Then using the De Giorgi–Nash–Moser estimate, we get
[w]Cα(Qk
1
) ≤ N‖w‖L2(Qk3/2)
for some α = α(d, δ) ∈ (0, 1) and N = N(d, δ). Upon recalling that w = Diu, we
obtain (4.12).
Now we assume that 1 ≤ i ≤ l and adj = 0 for j = 1, . . . , l, where l = min{k, d−
1}. Due to the possibility of reordering the coordinates (x1, · · · , xl), it suffices to
show
[D1u]Cα(Qk
1
) ≤ N‖D1u‖L2(Qk2). (4.13)
Let a˜j1 = 0 and a˜1j = a1j + aj1 for j = 2, . . . , d, a˜ij = aij for the other (i, j),
and L˜ be the corresponding operator. Then L˜ ∈ L1, and since aij satisfy (2.2) and
ad1 = 0, from (4.11) it follows that u satisfies
−ut + L˜u = 0 in Qk2
with the Dirichlet boundary condition u = 0 on (−4, 0) × (B2 ∩ ∂Ξk). Then By
Lemma 4.3, w := D1u is in H12(Qk3/2) and satisfies
−wt + L˜w = 0
inQk3/2 with the conormal derivative boundary condition a˜
1jDjw = 0 on (−9/4, 0)×
Γk,13/2 and the Dirichlet boundary condition w = 0 on (−9/4, 0)× Γk,i3/2, i = 2, . . . , k.
Then again by the De Giorgi–Nash–Moser estimate, we obtain (4.13).
For λ > 0, we use an idea by S. Agmon. Set
v(t, x, z) = u(t, x) cos(
√
λz),
where z ∈ R. Also set Br = {(x, z) ∈ Rd+1 : |x|2 + z2 < r2} and
Q
k
2 = (−4, 0)×
(
B2 ∩ Ξkd+1
)
= (−4, 0)× (B2 ∩ {(x, z) ∈ Rd+1 : x1, . . . , xk ∈ R+}) .
Then v satisfies the Dirichlet boundary condition v = 0 on (−4, 0)× (B2 ∩ ∂Ξkd+1).
Moreover, as a function defined on Qk2 ⊂ Rd+2, v satisfies
−vt + Lˆv = 0
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in Qk2 , where
Lˆv =
d∑
i,j=1
Di(a
ijDjv) +Dzzv.
Then by the above result for λ = 0 (we also need to interchange xd and z coordi-
nates), we obtain
[Div]Cα(Qk
1
) ≤ N‖Div‖L2(Qk2),
which implies the desired inequality in the lemma. 
Next we derive a similar Ho¨lder estimate for solutions satisfying the conormal de-
rivative boundary condition on one face of the boundary and the Dirichlet boundary
condition on the other faces.
Lemma 4.5. Let L ∈ L2, λ ≥ 0, k ∈ [1, d] be an integer, and u ∈ H12(Qk2). Suppose
that u satisfies
−ut + Lu− λu = 0
in Qk2 with the conormal derivative boundary condition a
11D1u = 0 on (−4, 0)×Γk,12
and the Dirichlet boundary condition u = 0 on (−4, 0) × Γk,i2 , i = 2, . . . , k. Then
we have
[D1u]Cα(Q+
1
) ≤ N‖D1u‖L2(Q+2 ),
where α = α(d, δ) ∈ (0, 1) and N = N(d, δ) are constants.
Proof. We first prove the case λ = 0. By Lemma 4.2, w := D1u is in H12(Qk3/2) and
satisfies
−wt + Lw = 0
in Qk3/2 with the Dirichlet boundary condition w = 0 on (−9/4, 0)×
(
B3/2 ∩ ∂Ξk
)
.
Then by the De Giorgi–Nash–Moser estimate we have
[w]Cα(Q+
1
) ≤ N‖w‖L2(Q+2 )
for some α = α(d, δ) ∈ (0, 1) and N = N(d, δ). For the case λ > 0, we follow the
same steps as in the proof of Lemma 4.4. 
The following is a consequence of an interior De Giorgi–Nash–Moser Ho¨lder
estimate and the standard difference quotient argument.
Lemma 4.6. Let λ ≥ 0, k ∈ [1, d] be an integer, and Q2(t0, x0) ⊂ R×Ξk. Suppose
that u ∈ H12(Q2(t0, x0)) satisfies
−ut + Lu− λu = 0
in Q2(t0, x0). Then there exist constants α = α(d, δ) ∈ (0, 1) and N = N(d, δ) such
that
[Diu]Cα(Q1(t0,x0)) ≤ N‖Diu‖L2(Q2(t0,x0)), i = 1, . . . , d− 1.
Using the classical L2-estimates and the Ho¨lder estimates proved above, we ob-
tain the following mean oscillation estimate for D1u when L belongs to L2.
Lemma 4.7. Let L ∈ L2, λ > 0, k ∈ [1, d] be an integer, and f = (f1, . . . , fd), g ∈
L2,loc(R× Ξk). Suppose that u ∈ H12,loc(R× Ξk) satisfies
−ut + Lu− λu = div f + g
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locally in R×Ξk with the conormal derivative boundary condition a11D1u = f1 on
R × Γk,1 and the Dirichlet boundary condition u = 0 on R × Γk,i, i = 2, . . . , k.
Then, for any r > 0, κ ≥ 32d, and (t0, x0) ∈ R× Ξk, we have
–
∫
Qkr (t0,x0)
–
∫
Qkr (t0,x0)
|D1u(t, x)−D1u(s, y)|2 dx dt dy ds
≤ Nκ−2α –
∫
Qkκr(t0,x0)
|D1u|2 dx dt+Nκd+2 –
∫
Qkκr(t0,x0)
(|f |2 + λ−1|g|2) dx dt,
(4.14)
where α = α(d, δ) ∈ (0, 1) and N = N(d, δ) > 0.
Proof. By a dilation argument, it is enough to prove the lemma only for r = 8d/κ.
Fix (t0, x0) ∈ R × Ξk. Due to the possibility of shifting the coordinates, we may
assume that t0 = 0 and
x0 = (x0,1, x0,2, . . . , x0,d) = (x0,1, . . . , x0,k, 0, . . . , 0).
For i = 1, . . . , d, let
y0,i =
{
x0,i if x0,i ≥ 1,
0 otherwise,
ri =
{
1/8 if x0,i ≥ 1,
1 otherwise.
Then define Qˆr(t0, y0) = (−r2, 0)×Θr(y0), where
Θr(y0) =
k∏
i=1
(
(y0,i − rri)+, y0,i + rri
)× d∏
i=k+1
(−rri, rri).
Clear y0 = (y0,1, . . . , y0,d) ∈ Ξk. Since κr = 8d and κ ≥ 32d, we see that
Qkr(t0, x0) ⊂ Qˆ2(t0, y0) ⊂ Qˆ6(t0, y0) ⊂ Qkκr(t0, x0).
Take an infinitely differentiable function η(t, x) defined on Rd+1 such that
η = 1 on Qˆ4(t0, y0), η = 0 on R
d+1 \ (−36, 36)× C6(y0).
Here we denote
Cr(y0) =
k∏
i=1
(
y0,i − rri, y0,i + rri
)× d∏
i=k+1
(−rri, rri).
Using Theorem 4.1, we find a unique w ∈ H12(R0 × Ξk) to the equation
−wt + Lw − λw = div(ηf) + ηg
in R0 × Ξk with the conormal derivative boundary condition a11D1u = ηf1 on
R0 × Γk,1 and the Dirichlet boundary condition u = 0 on R0 × Γk,i, i = 2, . . . , k.
Moreover, the function w satisfies
‖Dw‖L2(R0×Ξk) ≤ N‖ηf‖L2(R0×Ξk) +Nλ−1/2‖ηg‖L2(R0×Ξk),
where N = N(d, δ). From this we obtain
–
∫
Qkr (t0,x0)
|D1w|2 dx dt ≤ Nκd+2 –
∫
Qkκr(t0,x0)
(|f |2 + λ−1|g|2) dx dt, (4.15)
–
∫
Qkκr(t0,x0)
|D1w|2 dx dt ≤ N –
∫
Qkκr(t0,x0)
(|f |2 + λ−1|g|2) dx dt. (4.16)
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Set v := u− w ∈ H12,loc(R× Ξk). Then v satisfies
−vt + Lv − λv = 0
in Qˆ4(t0, y0) with the conormal derivative boundary condition a
11D1v = 0 on
(−16, 0)×Γk,14 if x0,1 < 1, and the Dirichlet boundary condition v = 0 on (−16, 0)×
Γk,i4 if x0,i < 1, i = 2, . . . , k. Depending on the location of (t0, x0), we notice that
v satisfies appropriate boundary conditions stated in Lemma 4.4, Lemma 4.5 or
Lemma 4.6. For example, if x0,i < 1 for i = 1, 2 and x0,i ≥ 1 for i = 3, . . . , k,
then v satisfies the boundary conditions in Lemma 4.5 with k = 2. If x0,1 ≥ 1
and x0,i < 1 for i = 2, · · · , k, then by reordering the coordinates (x1, x2, . . . , xk)→
(x2, . . . , xk, x1), v satisfies the Dirichlet boundary conditions in Lemma 4.4 with
k− 1 in place of k. If x0,i ≥ 1 for all i = 1, · · · , k, we do not consider any boundary
conditions as in Lemma 4.6. Lemmas 4.4, 4.5, and 4.6 together with a covering
argument as well as a scaling argument prove that
[D1v]Cα(Qˆ2(t0,y0)) ≤ N‖D1v‖L2(Qˆ4(t0,y0)).
Then we note that
–
∫
Qkr (t0,x0)
–
∫
Qkr (t0,x0)
|D1v(t, x) −D1v(s, y)|2 dx dt dy ds
≤ Nr2α[D1v]2Cα(Qˆ2(t0,y0)) ≤ Nκ
−2α –
∫
Qkκr(t0,x0)
|D1v|2 dx dt, (4.17)
where in the last inequality we used the fact that r = 8d/κ. Since u = v + w, we
have
–
∫
Qkr (t0,x0)
–
∫
Qkr (t0,x0)
|D1u(t, x)−D1u(s, y)|2 dx dt dy ds
≤ –
∫
Qkr (t0,x0)
–
∫
Qkr (t0,x0)
|D1v(t, x) −D1v(s, y)|2 dx dt dy ds
+N –
∫
Qkr (t0,x0)
|D1w|2 dx dt dy ds := I1 + I2.
For I1, using u = v + w again, from (4.17) and (4.16) we obtain
I1 ≤ Nκ−2α –
∫
Qkκr(t0,x0)
|D1u|2 dx dt+Nκ−2α –
∫
Qkκr(t0,x0)
(|f |2 + λ−1|g|2) dx dt.
For I2, we use (4.15). By combining the estimates for I1 and I2, we arrive at the
desired estimate (4.14). 
Proceeding as in the proof of Lemma 4.7, from Theorem 4.1 and Lemmas 4.4
and 4.6 we derive the following lemma, where L is not necessarily in L1 or L2.
Lemma 4.8. Let λ > 0, k ∈ [1, d] be an integer, and f = (f1, . . . , fd), g ∈ L2,loc(R×
Ξk). Suppose that adj = 0 for j = 1, 2, . . . , l, where l = min{k, d − 1}, and u ∈
H12,loc(R× Ξk) satisfies
− ut + Lu− λu = div f + g (4.18)
locally in R×Ξk with the Dirichlet boundary condition on R× ∂Ξk. Then, for any
r > 0, κ ≥ 32d, and (t0, x0) ∈ R × Ξk, we have (4.14) with Diu, i = 1, · · · , d− 1,
in place of D1u.
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4.3. H1p-estimates. We consider a filtration of dyadic cubes {Cl, l ∈ Z} in R×Ξk,
where Z = {0,±1,±2, . . .}. The set Cl is the collection of dyadic parabolic cubes
in R× Ξk of the form
(i02
−2l, (i0 + 1)
−2l]× (i12−l, (i1 + 1)2−l]× . . .× (id2−l, (id + 1)2−l],
where i0, i1, . . . , id ∈ Z and i1, . . . , ik ≥ 0. Let C be the collection of the dyadic
cubes in Cl for all l ∈ Z. If (t1, x1) ∈ C ∈ C, then there exist the smallest r > 0
and (t0, x0) ∈ R× Ξk such that C ⊂ Qkr (t0, x0) and
–
∫
C
–
∫
C
|f(t, x)− f(s, y)| dx dy dt ds
≤ N(d) –
∫
Qkr (t0,x0)
–
∫
Qkr (t0,x0)
|f(t, x)− f(s, y)| dx dy dt ds. (4.19)
On the other hand, for any (t0, x0) ∈ R × Ξk and r > 0, if C ∈ C is the smallest
cube containing Qkr (t0, x0), then
–
∫
Qkr (t0,x0)
|f(t, x)| dx dt ≤ N(d) –
∫
C
|f(t, x)| dx dt. (4.20)
For a function f ∈ L1,loc(R× Ξk), the maximal and sharp functions of f in our
context are given by
Mf(t, x) = sup
(t,x)∈C,C∈C
–
∫
C
|f(s, y)| dy ds,
f#(t, x) = sup
(t,x)∈C,C∈C
–
∫
C
–
∫
C
|f(s, y)− f(r, z)| dy dz ds dr.
For p ∈ (1,∞), by the Fefferman–Stein theorem on sharp functions and the Hardy–
Littlewood maximal function theorem, we have
‖f‖Lp(R×Ξk) ≤ N(d, p)‖f#‖Lp(R×Ξk), (4.21)
‖Mf‖Lp(R×Ξk) ≤ N(d, p)‖f‖Lp(R×Ξk). (4.22)
Notice that, in the proposition below, the functions f and g have compact sup-
ports in R× Ξk.
Proposition 4.9. Let L ∈ L2, λ > 0, p ∈ (2,∞), k ∈ [1, d] be an integer, f =
(f1, . . . , fd), g ∈ C∞0 (R×Ξk). Then there exists a unique solution u ∈ H12(R×Ξk) to
the equation (4.18) with the conormal derivative boundary condition a11D1u = f1
on R× Γk,1 and the Dirichlet boundary condition u = 0 on R× Γk,i, i = 2, . . . , k.
Moreover, we have
‖D1u‖Lp(R×Ξk) ≤ N‖f‖Lp(R×Ξk) +Nλ−1/2‖g‖Lp(R×Ξk), (4.23)
where N = N(d, δ, p).
Proof. The first part of the proposition is due to Theorem 4.1. For the second part,
we note that div f + g ∈ C∞0 (R × Ξk) and a11D1u = f1 = 0 on R × Γk,1. Thus,
by Lemma 4.2 (in this case we use the domain R × Ξk and ϕ ≡ 1 in the proof of
Lemma 4.2) w := D1u is in H12(R× Ξk) and satisfies
−w + Lw − λw = D1 (div f + g)
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in R× Ξk with the Dirichlet boundary condition w = 0 on R× ∂Ξk. Then the De
Giorgi–Nash–Moser estimate implies that D1u ∈ L∞(R × Ξk). In particular, we
have D1u ∈ Lp(R× Ξk) by Ho¨lder’s inequality.
Now we are ready to derive (4.23). For each (t1, x1) ∈ R × Ξk and C ∈ C such
that (t1, x1) ∈ C, we find the smallest r > 0 and (t0, x0) ∈ R × Ξk satisfying
C ⊂ Qr(t0, x0) and (4.19). Then Lemma 4.7 together with (4.19) implies that
I := –
∫
C
–
∫
C
|D1u(t, x)−D1u(s, y)| dx dt dy ds
≤ Nκ−α
(
–
∫
Qkκr(t0,x0)
|D1u|2 dx dt
)1/2
+Nκ
d
2
+1
(
–
∫
Qkκr(t0,x0)
|h|2 dx dt
)1/2
.
Here and below, h := |f |+ λ−1/2|g|. Since (t1, x1) ∈ Qkκr(t0, x0), due to (4.20) and
the definition of maximal functions, from the above inequality we have
I ≤ Nκ−α (M|D1u|2(t1, x1))1/2 +Nκ d2+1 (M|h|2(t1, x1))1/2 .
This along with the fact that C is an arbitrary parabolic cube containing (t1, x1)
proves that
(D1u)
#(t1, x1) ≤ Nκ−α
(M|D1u|2(t1, x1))1/2 +Nκ d2+1 (M|h|2(t1, x1))1/2 .
Since D1u ∈ Lp(R × Ξk), we can apply (4.21) and (4.22) to the above inequality
and get
‖D1u‖Lp(R×Ξk) ≤ Nκ−α‖D1u‖Lp(R×Ξk) +Nκ
d
2
+1‖D1h‖Lp(R×Ξk).
Then by choosing κ > 32 sufficiently large so that Nκ−α ≤ 1/2, we obtain (4.23).
The proposition is proved. 
Note that if a given equation is as in (4.18), the estimate (4.23) is not enough
to get complete Lp-estimates as in (4.25) for p ∈ (1, 2) using the duality argument.
Nevertheless, one can still get (4.25) if the right-hand side of equation is in a par-
ticular form as in (4.24). Indeed, by using the duality argument, from Proposition
4.9 we deduce the following corollary.
Corollary 4.10. Let L ∈ L1, λ > 0, p ∈ (1, 2), k ∈ [1, d] be an integer, f ∈
C∞0 (R× Ξk), and u ∈ H12(R× Ξk) ∩C∞loc(R× Ξk). If u satisfies
− ut + Lu− λu = D1f (4.24)
with the conormal derivative boundary condition a1jDju = f on R × Γk,1 and
the Dirichlet boundary condition u = 0 on R × Γk,i, i = 2, . . . , k, then we have
u ∈ H1p(R× Ξk) and√
λ‖u‖Lp(R×Ξk) + ‖Du‖Lp(R×Ξk) ≤ N‖f‖Lp(R×Ξk), (4.25)
where N = N(d, δ, p).
Using Lemma 4.8 and a scaling argument, we prove the following proposition,
where L is not necessarily in L1 or L2.
Proposition 4.11. Let λ > 0, k ∈ [1, d] be an integer, f = (f1, . . . , fd), g ∈
C∞0 (R × Ξk), and u ∈ H1p(R × Ξk) ∩ C∞loc(R × Ξk). Suppose that either adj =
0, j = 1, 2, . . . , l and p ∈ [2,∞) or aid = 0, i = 1, 2, . . . , l and p ∈ (1, 2], where
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l = min{k, d − 1}. If u satisfies (4.18) in R × Ξk with the Dirichlet boundary
condition u = 0 on R× ∂Ξk, then we have
√
λ‖u‖Lp(R×Ξk) + ‖Du‖Lp(R×Ξk) ≤ N‖f‖Lp(R×Ξk) +Nλ−1/2‖g‖Lp(R×Ξk), (4.26)
where N = N(d, δ, p).
Proof. The case when p = 2 follows from Theorem 4.1. In the sequel, we assume
that p 6= 2. By the duality argument, we may further assume that p ∈ (2,∞).
Then by following the proof of (4.23), from Lemma 4.8 we obtain
d−1∑
i=1
‖Diu‖Lp(R×Ξk) ≤ N‖f‖Lp(R×Ξk) +Nλ−1/2‖g‖Lp(R×Ξk). (4.27)
Now we prove that (4.27) implies (4.26). To do this, we use Lp-estimates for
equations defined in R×Rd and an idea of scaling in [8]. For an ε > 0 to be chosen
later, introduce
v(t, x) = u
(
t,
x1
ε
,
x2
ε
, . . . ,
xd−1
ε
, xd
)
:= u(t, x′/ε, xd),
where we denote x′ = (x1, x2, . . . , xd−1). From (4.18) we see that v satisfies
−vt +∆d−1v +Dd(addDdv)− λv = div fˆ + gˆ
in R× Ξk with the Dirichlet boundary condition v = 0 on R× ∂Ξk. Here
fˆi(t, x) = εfi(t, x
′/ε, xd) +Div − ε2
d−1∑
j=1
aijDjv − εaidDdv, i = 1, . . . , d− 1,
fˆd(t, x) = fd(t, x
′/ε, xd)− ε
d−1∑
j=1
adjDjv,
gˆ(t, x) = g(t, x′/ε, xd).
Since v has the Dirichlet boundary condition v = 0 on R × ∂Ξk, using a similar
extension process presented in the proof of Theorem 3.1, we obtain v¯ ∈ H1p(R×Rd)
and f¯ , g¯ ∈ Lp(R × Rd) such that v¯, f¯ , and g¯ are the extensions of v, fˆ , and gˆ to
the domain R× Rd and satisfy
−v¯t +∆d−1v¯ +Dd(addDdv¯)− λv¯ = div f¯ + g¯,
in R×Rd, where the Lp norms of v¯, Dv¯, f¯ , and g¯ in R×Rd are comparable to those
of v, Dv, fˆ , and gˆ in R×Ξk, respectively. In fact, to extend the equation in R×Ξk
to the one defined in R × Ξk−1, we take the odd extensions of v, fˆi, and gˆ with
respect to xk except fˆk, for which we take the even extension with respect to xk.
Notice that the coefficient add is a measurable function of only time or xd. Thus
by the Lp-estimates proved in [8, Theorem 5.1 (iii)]
2 together with the definitions
of fˆ and gˆ, and the comparability of the Lp norms of v, Dv, fˆ , and gˆ with those of
2Indeed, this theorem is applicable whenever aij are measurable functions of time and one
spatial variable, say xk, except a
kk which is a measurable function of either time or xk.
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v¯, f¯ , and g¯, we obtain
√
λ‖v‖Lp(R×Ξk) + ‖Dv‖Lp(R×Ξk) ≤
√
λ‖v¯‖Lp(R×Rd) + ‖Dv¯‖Lp(R×Rd)
≤ N‖f¯‖Lp(R×Rd) +Nλ−1/2‖g¯‖Lp(R×Rd) ≤ N‖fˆ‖Lp(R×Ξk) +Nλ−1/2‖gˆ‖Lp(R×Ξk)
≤ N(d, δ, p, ε)‖f‖Lp(R×Ξk) +N(d, δ, p, ε)λ−1/2‖g‖Lp(R×Ξk)
+N(d, δ, p, ε)
d−1∑
i=1
‖Div‖Lp(R×Ξk) +N(d, δ, p)ε‖Ddv‖Lp(R×Ξk).
From these inequalities with an appropriate choice of ε so that N(d, δ, p)ε < 1/2,
we get
√
λ‖v‖Lp(R×Ξk) + ‖Dv‖Lp(R×Ξk) ≤ N‖f‖Lp(R×Ξk) +Nλ−1/2‖g‖Lp(R×Ξk)
+N
d−1∑
i=1
‖Div‖Lp(R×Ξk).
We now scale back to u and use (4.27) to get (4.26). The proposition is proved. 
5. Proofs of Theorems 2.1 and 2.3
We complete the proofs of Theorems 2.1 and 2.3 in this section.
Proof of Theorem 2.1. We prove the theorem only when T =∞. The case T <∞
is deduced from this case and the standard argument (see, for example, the proof
of Theorem 2.1 in [21]).
We first prove the a priori estimate (2.4) for λ > 0. For the case λ = 0, we just
take the limit as λց 0. Without loss of generality, we assume that u ∈ C∞0 (R×Ξk),
f ∈ C∞0 (R × Ξk), and aij are infinitely differentiable. Thanks to Remark 2.2, we
may also assume that k ≤ d− 1. We rewrite the equation (2.3) as
−ut +
k∑
i=1
D2i u+
d∑
i,j=k+1
aijDiju− λu = f +
k∑
i=1
D2i u−
∑
i or j≤k
aijDiju := F.
Since u has the Dirichlet boundary condition u = 0 on R× ∂Ξk, as in the proof of
Theorem 3.1 we find u¯ ∈ W 1,2p (R×Rd) and F¯ ∈ Lp(R×Rd) such that u¯ and F¯ are
the extensions of u and F to the domain R× Rd satisfying
−u¯t +
k∑
i=1
D2i u¯+
d∑
i,j=k+1
aijDij u¯− λu¯ = F¯ ,
in R× Rd and
‖u¯‖W 1,2p (R×Rd) ∼= ‖u‖W 1,2p (R×Ξk), ‖F¯‖Lp(R×Rd) ∼= ‖F‖Lp(R×Ξk). (5.1)
Now we observe that, for i, j = k + 1, . . . , d, (i, j) 6= (d, d), the coefficients aii are
measurable functions of time and one spatial variable, and the coefficient add is
a function of only time or one spatial variable. Then from the Lp-estimates for
equations in the whole space established in [6, Theorem 2.2 (iii) and Theorem 2.3
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(iii)] together with the definition of F¯ , we obtain
λ‖u¯‖Lp(R×Rd) + λ1/2‖Du¯‖Lp(R×Rd) + ‖D2u¯‖Lp(R×Rd) + ‖u¯t‖Lp(R×Rd)
≤ N(d, δ)‖F¯‖Lp(R×Rd) ≤ N
∑
i or j≤k
‖Diju‖Lp(R×Ξk) +N‖f‖Lp(R×Ξk), (5.2)
which, together with (5.1), implies that
λ‖u‖Lp(R×Ξk) + λ1/2‖Du‖Lp(R×Ξk) + ‖D2u‖Lp(R×Ξk) + ‖ut‖Lp(R×Ξk)
≤ N‖f‖Lp(R×Ξk) +N
∑
i or j≤k
‖Diju‖Lp(R×Ξk).
Thus, by symmetry, the estimate (2.4) follows once we have
‖DD1u‖Lp(R×Ξk) ≤ N(d, δ, p)‖f‖Lp(R×Ξk). (5.3)
To prove this estimate we consider two cases as below.
(i) The case add = add(xd): Denote y
′ = (y1, . . . , yd−1) and let
yd := φ(xd) =
∫ xd
0
1
add(s)
ds, yi := xi, i = 1, . . . , d− 1.
We set
u˜(t, y) = u(t, y′, φ−1(yd)), f˜(t, y) = f(t, y
′, φ−1(yd)),
a˜1j(t, yd) = (a
1j + aj1)(t, φ−1(yd)), a˜
j1 = 0, j = 2, . . . , d− 1,
a˜jd(t, yd) =
adj + ajd
add
(
t, φ−1(yd)
)
, a˜dj = 0, j = 1, . . . , d− 1,
a˜dd(yd) = 1/a
dd(φ−1(yd)),
and a˜ij(t, yd) = a
ij(t, φ−1(yd)) for the other (i, j). Then the operator L defined by
Lu˜ = Di
(
a˜ijDj u˜
)
belongs to L1 and is uniformly non-degenerate with an ellipticity constant depend-
ing only on δ. A simple calculation shows that u˜ satisfies
−u˜t + Lu˜− λu˜ = f˜
with the Dirichlet boundary condition u˜ = 0 on R× ∂Ξk. By Lemma 4.3 w := D1u˜
satisfies
−wt + Lw − λw = D1f˜
in R×Ξk with the conormal derivative boundary condition a1jDjw = f˜ on R×Γk,1
and the Dirichlet boundary condition w = 0 on R × Γk,i, i = 2, . . . , k. Then by
Corollary 4.10 applied to w we arrive at
‖DD1u˜‖Lp(R×Ξk) = ‖Dw‖Lp(R×Ξk) ≤ N‖f˜‖Lp(R×Ξk),
which implies the inequality (5.3).
(ii) The case add = add(t): This case is actually simpler. We set
a˜1j(t, xd) = (a
1j + aj1)(t, xd), a˜
j1 = 0, j = 2, . . . , d− 1,
a˜jd(t, xd) = (a
dj + ajd)(t, xd), a˜
dj = 0, j = 1, . . . , d− 1,
and a˜ij(t, xd) = a
ij(t, xd) for the other (i, j). Then the operator L defined by
Lu = Di
(
a˜ijDju
)
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belongs to L1 and is uniformly non-degenerate with an ellipticity constant depend-
ing only on δ. Moreover, u satisfies
−ut + Lu− λu = f
with the Dirichlet boundary condition u = 0 on R × ∂Ξk. As in the first case, by
applying Lemma 4.3 and Corollary 4.10 we get (5.3). Therefore, we have proved the
a priori estimate (2.4). The solvability assertion follows from the a priori estimate
and the method of continuity. The theorem is proved. 
Proof of Theorem 2.3. Again we prove the case T = ∞ only. As in the proof of
Theorem 2.1, we assume that u ∈ C∞0 (R × Rd+), f ∈ C∞0 (R × Ξk), and aij are
infinitely differentiable. Proceeding as in the proof of Theorem 2.1, by the results
in [6] we obtain (5.2) with k = 1, where u¯ and F¯ are now the even extensions of u
and F with respect to x1, respectively. Then, as before, it suffices to prove (5.3).
Using the change of variables in the proof of Theorem 2.1 for the case add = add(xd),
we see that w = D1u˜ satisfies
−wt + Lw − λw = D1f˜
with the Dirichlet boundary condition w = 0 on R× ∂Rd+. In the case add = add(t)
we obtain the above equation with w = D1u and f in place of f¯ . Then to prove
(5.3), we argue as in the proof of Theorem 2.1 using Proposition 4.11 for k = 1.
The theorem is proved. 
6. Equations with partially VMO coefficients
In this section, we consider second-order parabolic equations
−ut + Lu− λu := −ut + aijDiju+ biDiu+ cu− λu = f
in RT ×Rd+ with leading coefficients aij which also depend on x′ = (x1, . . . , xd−1).
As functions of (t, x), the coefficients aij are supposed to be measurable with respect
to xd, and have small local mean oscillations in the other variables. To be more
precise, we impose the following assumption which contains a parameter γ > 0 to
be specified later.
Assumption 6.1. The coefficients aij , bi, and c satisfy the following conditions.
(i) aij satisfy (2.1).
(ii) There is a constant R0 ∈ (0, 1] such that the following holds. For any
parabolic cylinder Q of radius r ∈ (0, R0), there exist a¯ij = a¯ij(xd), which depend
on the cylinder Q and satisfy (2.1), such that
d∑
i,j=1
–
∫
Q
|aij(t, x)− a¯ij(xd)| dx dt ≤ γ.
(iii) bi and c are measurable functions bounded by a constant K > 0.
We state the main results of this section.
Theorem 6.2 (The Dirichlet problem). Let p ∈ (1, 2], T ∈ (−∞,∞], and f ∈
Lp(RT × Rd+). Then there exist constants γ ∈ (0, 1) and N > 0 depending only
on d, δ, and p such that under Assumption 6.1 the following hold true. For any
u ∈ W 1,2p (RT × Rd+) satisfying u = 0 on RT × ∂Rd+ and
− ut + Lu− λu = f (6.1)
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in RT × Rd+, we have
λ‖u‖Lp(RT×Rd+) + λ
1/2‖Du‖Lp(RT×Rd+) + ‖D
2u‖Lp(RT×Rd+) + ‖ut‖Lp(RT×Rd+)
≤ N‖f‖Lp(RT×Rd+), (6.2)
provided that λ ≥ λ0, where λ0 ≥ 0 is a constant depending only on d, δ, p, K, and
R0. Moreover, for any λ > λ0, there exists a unique u ∈ W 1,2p (RT × Rd+) solving
(6.1) with the Dirichlet boundary condition u = 0 on RT × ∂Rd+.
Theorem 6.3 (The Neumann problem). Let p ∈ (2,∞), T ∈ (−∞,∞], and f ∈
Lp(RT × Rd+). Then there exist constants γ ∈ (0, 1) and N > 0 depending only
on d, δ, and p such that under Assumption 6.1 the following hold true. For any
u ∈ W 1,2p (RT × Rd+) satisfying (6.1) and D1u = 0 on RT × ∂Rd+, we have (6.2)
provided that λ ≥ λ0, where λ0 ≥ 0 is a constant depending only on d, δ, p, K, and
R0. Moreover, for any λ > λ0, there exists a unique u ∈ W 1,2p (RT × Rd+) solving
(6.1) with the Neumann boundary condition D1u = 0 on RT × ∂Rd+.
6.1. Estimates of ut and DDx′′u. Let us first fix some additional notation used
for the remaining part of this paper. We write
B+r (x0) := Br(x0) ∩ Rd+, Q+r (t0, x0) := (t0 − r2, t0)×B+r (x0),
Γr(x0) := Br(x0) ∩ ∂Rd+.
As before, we write B+r and Q
+
r if x0 = 0 and (t0, x0) = 0, respectively. Recall
x′ = (x1, . . . , xd−1) if d ≥ 2 and denote x′′ = (x2, . . . , xd−1) if d ≥ 3.
Throughout this and the next subsection, we assume that bi ≡ c ≡ 0. We first
present several estimates for ut and D
2
x′′u. For convenience, we set D
2
x′′u ≡ 0 if
d = 2 (here d is at least 2). The next lemma is a consequence of the Krylov–Safonov
estimate.
Lemma 6.4. Let λ ≥ 0, q ∈ (1,∞), and r > 0. Assume that aij = aij(xd),
u ∈ C∞(Q+r ) satisfies −ut +Lu− λu = 0 in B+r , and either u or D1u vanishes on
(−r2, 0) × Γr. Then there exist constants N = N(d, δ, q) and α = α(d, δ) ∈ (0, 1]
such that
[ut]Cα(Q+
r/2
) + [D
2
x′′u]Cα(Q+
r/2
) + λ[u]Cα(Q+
r/2
)
≤ Nr−α
(
–
∫
Q+r
|ut|q + |D2x′′u|q + λq|u|q dx dt
)1/q
. (6.3)
Proof. For λ = 0, (6.3) directly follows from the parabolic Krylov–Safonov estimate
since ut and D
2
x′′u satisfy the same equation. The general case λ > 0 then follows
from Agmon’s idea presented in the proof of Lemma 4.4. 
Denote U := |ut|+ |D2x′′u|+ λ|u|. From Theorems 2.1, 2.3, Lemma 6.4, and the
corresponding interior estimates, we deduce the following mean oscillation estimate
of U . The proof is similar to that of Lemma 4.7 with obvious modifications, and
thus omitted.
Lemma 6.5. Let λ ≥ 0, q ∈ (1, 2], r > 0, κ ≥ 32, (t0, x0) ∈ R × Rd+, and f ∈
Lq(Q
+
κr(t0, x0)). Suppose that a
ij = aij(xd), and u ∈W 1,2q (Q+κr(t0, x0)) satisfies
−ut + Lu− λu = f
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in Q+κr(t0, x0) with the Dirichlet boundary condition u = 0 on
(
t0 − (κr)2, t0
) ×
Γκr(x0). Then
–
∫
Q+r (t0,x0)
–
∫
Q+r (t0,x0)
|U(t, x)− U(s, y)|q dx dt dy ds
≤ Nκd+2 –
∫
Q+κr(t0,x0)
|f |q dx dt+Nκ−qα –
∫
Q+κr(t0,x0)
|U |q dx dt,
where α = α(d, δ) ∈ (0, 1) and N = N(d, δ, q) > 0. The same estimate holds for
q ∈ [2,∞) if D1u vanishes on
(
t0 − (κr)2, t0
)× Γκr(x0) instead of u.
Lemma 6.5 together with a perturbation argument gives the next result for
general operators L satisfying Assumption 6.1.
Lemma 6.6. Let λ ≥ 0, q ∈ (1, 2], β ∈ (1,∞), β′ = β/(β − 1), (t1, x1) ∈ R× Rd+,
and f ∈ Lq,loc(R× Rd+). Suppose u ∈ W 1,2q,loc(R× Rd+) vanishes outside Q+R0(t1, x1)
and satisfies
−ut + Lu− λu = f
in R × Rd+ with the Dirichlet boundary condition u = 0 on R × ∂Rd+. Then under
Assumption 6.1, for any r > 0, κ ≥ 32, and (t0, x0) ∈ R× Rd+, we have
–
∫
Q+r (t0,x0)
–
∫
Q+r (t0,x0)
|U(t, x)− U(s, y)|q dx dt dy ds
≤ Nκd+2 –
∫
Q+κr(t0,x0)
|f |q dx dt+Nκ−qα –
∫
Q+κr(t0,x0)
|U |q dx dt
+Nκd+2
(
–
∫
Q+κr(t0,x0)
|D2u|βq dx dt
) 1
β
γ
1
β′ , (6.4)
where α is the constant from Lemma 6.5 and the constant N depends only on d,
δ, β, and q. The same estimate holds for q ∈ [2,∞) if D1u vanishes on R× ∂Rd+
instead of u.
Proof. We choose Q = Qκr(t0, x0) if κr < R0 and Q = QR0(t1, x1) if κr ≥ R0. For
this Q, let a¯ij = a¯ij(xd) be the coefficients given by Assumption 6.1 and L¯ be the
operator with the coefficients a¯ij . Then we have
−ut + L¯u− λu = f¯
in R × Rd+, where f¯ = f + (a¯ij − aij)Diju. It follows from Lemma 6.5 that the
left-hand side of (6.4) is less than
Nκd+2 –
∫
Q+κr(t0,x0)
|f + (a¯ij − aij)Diju|q dx dt+Nκ−qα –
∫
Q+κr(t0,x0)
|U |q dx dt.
By Ho¨lder’s inequality,
–
∫
Q+κr(t0,x0)
|(a¯ij − aij)Diju|q dx dt = –
∫
Q+κr(t0,x0)
|1Q(a¯ij − aij)Diju|q dx dt
≤
(
–
∫
Q+κr(t0,x0)
|D2u|βq dx dt
) 1
β
(
–
∫
Q+κr(t0,x0)
|1Q(a¯ij − aij)|β
′q dx dt
) 1
β′
≤ 2 1β′
(
–
∫
Q+κr(t0,x0)
|D2u|βq dx dt
) 1
β
(
–
∫
Q
|(a¯ij − aij)|β′q dx dt
) 1
β′
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≤ N
(
–
∫
Q+κr(t0,x0)
|D2u|βq dx dt
) 1
β
γ
1
β′ ,
where the last inequality is due to Assumption 6.1. Thus collecting the above
inequalities we get (6.4) immediately. The lemma is proved. 
Corollary 6.7. Let λ ≥ 0, p ∈ (1,∞), (t1, x1) ∈ R × Rd+, and f ∈ Lp(R × Rd+).
Suppose u ∈ W 1,2p (R× Rd+) vanishes outside Q+R0(t1, x1) and satisfies
−ut + Lu− λu = f
in R × Rd+ with the Dirichlet boundary condition u = 0 on R × ∂Rd+. Then there
exists a constant α1 = α1(p) > 0 such that under Assumption 6.1 the following
holds. For any γ ∈ (0, 1), we have
‖ut‖Lp(R×Rd+) + ‖DDx′′u‖Lp(R×Rd+) + λ‖u‖Lp(R×Rd+)
≤ Nγα1‖D2u‖Lp(R×Rd+) +N1‖f‖Lp(R×Rd+), (6.5)
where N = N(d, δ, p) > 0 and N1 = N1(d, δ, p, γ) > 0. The same estimate holds for
p ∈ (2,∞) if D1u vanishes on R× ∂Rd+ instead of u.
Proof. We take q ∈ (1, 2] and β ∈ (1,∞) such that p > βq. Due to (4.19), (4.20),
and Lemma 6.6, we obtain a pointwise estimate
(U)#(t0, x0) ≤ Nκ
d+2
q
(M(|f |q(t0, x0))) 1q +Nκ−α(M(|U |q)(t0, x0)) 1q
+Nκ
d+2
q γ
1
β′q
(M(|D2u|βq)(t0, x0)) 1βq (6.6)
for any (t0, x0) ∈ R×Rd+. As in the proof of Proposition 4.9, we deduce from (6.6)
that
‖U‖Lp(R×Rd+) ≤ Nκ
d+2
q ‖f‖Lp(R×Rd+)+Nκ
−α‖U‖Lp(R×Rd+)+Nκ
d+2
q γ
1
β′q ‖D2u‖Lp(R×Rd+).
By taking κ sufficiently large such that Nκ−α ≤ 1/2, we get
‖U‖Lp(R×Rd+) ≤ N‖f‖Lp(R×Rd+) +Nγ
1
β′q ‖D2u‖Lp(R×Rd+). (6.7)
By the definition of U , to prove (6.5) it remains to estimate ‖Dx1x′′u‖Lp(R×Rd+) and
‖Dxdx′′u‖Lp(R×Rd+). To this end, we observe that for any ε > 0 and each t ∈ R
‖Dx1x′′u‖Lp(Rd+) + ‖Dxdx′′u‖Lp(Rd+)
≤ ε(‖D2x1u‖Lp(Rd+) + ‖D2xdu‖Lp(Rd+))+N(d, p)ε−1‖D2x′′u‖Lp(Rd+), (6.8)
which is deduced from
‖Dx1x′′u‖Lp(Rd+) + ‖Dxdx′′u‖Lp(Rd+) ≤ N‖∆u‖Lp(Rd+)
≤ N‖D2x1u‖Lp(Rd+) +N‖D
2
xd
u‖Lp(Rd+) +N‖D
2
x′′u‖Lp(Rd+)
by scaling in x′′ = (x2, . . . , xd−1). Combining (6.7) and (6.8), we reach (6.5) upon
choosing ε = γ
1
2β′q . The last assertion follows from the last assertion of Lemma 6.6
by using the same proof. 
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6.2. Estimates for divergence form operators. Let
Lu = Di(aijDju),
where aij satisfy Assumption 6.1.
Following the proof of Lemma 6.6, we derive the following lemma from Lemmas
4.7 and 4.8 with k = 1.
Lemma 6.8. Let L ∈ L2, λ > 0, β ∈ (1,∞) and β′ = β/(β − 1) be constants,
(t1, x1) ∈ R × Rd+, and f = (f1, . . . , fd), g ∈ C∞loc(R × Rd+). Suppose that u ∈
C∞
loc
(R× Rd+) vanishes outside Q+R0(t1, x1) and satisfies
−ut + Lu− λu = div f + g
locally in R× Rd+ with the conormal derivative boundary condition a11D1u = f on
R×∂Rd+. Then under Assumption 6.1, for any r > 0, κ ≥ 32, and (t0, x0) ∈ R×Rd+,
we have
–
∫
Q+r (t0,x0)
–
∫
Q+r (t0,x0)
|D1u(t, x)−D1u(s, y)|2 dx dt dy ds
≤ Nκd+2 –
∫
Q+κr(t0,x0)
|h|2 dx dt+Nκ−2α –
∫
Q+κr(t0,x0)
|D1u|2 dx dt
+Nκd+2
(
–
∫
Q+κr(t0,x0)
|Du|2β dx dt
)1/β
γ1/β
′
, (6.9)
where h = |f | + λ−1/2|g|, α = α(d, δ) ∈ (0, 1), and N = N(d, δ) > 0. The same
estimates holds for L ∈ L1 if the conormal derivative boundary condition is replaced
with the Dirichlet boundary condition u = 0 on R× ∂Rd+.
Next we derive an a priori estimate for solutions to divergence form equations.
Proposition 6.9. Suppose either L ∈ L1 and p ∈ (1, 2] or L ∈ L2 and p ∈ [2,∞).
Let f = (f1, . . . , fd), g ∈ Lp(R × Rd+) ∩ C∞loc(R × Rd+). Then there exist constants
γ ∈ (0, 1) and N > 0 depending only on d, δ and p, and λ0 ≥ 0 depending only on
these parameters as well as R0, such that under Assumption 6.1 the following holds
true. For any λ > λ0 and u ∈ H1p(R× Rd+) ∩ C∞loc(R× Rd+) satisfying
−ut + Lu− λu = div f + g
in R×Rd+ with the conormal derivative boundary condition a1jDju = f1 on R×∂Rd+,
we have
λ1/2‖u‖Lp(R×Rd+)+ ‖Du‖Lp(R×Rd+) ≤ N‖f‖Lp(R×Rd+)+Nλ
−1/2‖g‖Lp(R×Rd+). (6.10)
Proof. The case p = 2 follows from Theorem 4.1. By the duality argument, we may
assume that p ∈ (2,∞) and L ∈ L2. First we consider the case when u vanishes
outside Q+R0(t1, x1) for some (t1, x1) ∈ R×Rd+. Following the proof of Proposition
4.9, from (6.9) we obtain
‖D1u‖Lp(R×Rd+) ≤ Nκ
d+2
2 ‖h‖Lp(R×Rd+)
+Nκ−α‖D1u‖Lp(R×Rd+) +Nκ
d+2
2 γ
1
2β′ ‖Du‖Lp(R×Rd+),
which implies
‖D1u‖Lp(R×Rd+) ≤ N‖h‖Lp(R×Rd+) +Nγ
1
2β′ ‖Du‖Lp(R×Rd+), (6.11)
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upon choosing κ sufficiently large such that Nκ−α ≤ 1/2. Now since L ∈ L2, we
can rewrite the equation into
− ut + L˜u− λu = div f˜ + g, (6.12)
where
L˜u = D1(a11D1u) +
d∑
i,j=2
Di(a
ijDju),
f˜1 = f1, f˜i = fi − ai1D1u, i = 2, . . . , d.
We take the even extensions of u, a11, aij , i, j ≥ 2, f˜i, i ≥ 2, and g with respect
to x1, and the odd extension of f˜1 with respect to x1. It is easily seen that after
these extensions, u ∈ H1p(R× Rd) satisfies (6.12) in R× Rd, and the coefficients of
L˜ satisfies Assumption 6.1 with 2γ in place of γ. Thanks to the Lp-estimates for
divergence type equations in the whole space with partially BMO coefficients (see
Theorem 6.3 in [9]), we get
λ1/2‖u‖Lp(R×Rd) + ‖Du‖Lp(R×Rd) ≤ N‖f˜‖Lp(R×Rd) +Nλ−1/2‖g‖Lp(R×Rd)
≤ N‖f‖Lp(R×Rd+) +N‖D1u‖Lp(R×Rd+) +Nλ
−1/2‖g‖Lp(R×Rd+) (6.13)
provided that γ < γ0(d, δ, p). Combining (6.11) and (6.13) and choosing γ even
smaller, we obtain (6.10) for any λ > 0 and u vanishing outside Q+R0(t1, x1). To
complete the proof of (6.10) for general u ∈ H1p(R × Rd+) ∩ C∞loc(R × Rd+), we use
the standard partition of unity argument. See, for instance, the proof of Theorem
5.7 in [21]. The proposition is proved. 
Remark 6.10. Theorem 6.3 in [9] requires that the function u vanishes outside
QγR0(t1, x1) instead of QR0(t1, x1). Nevertheless, the theorem still holds with QR0
by modifying the second part (the case κr ≥ R0) of the proof of Theorem 6.1 in
the same paper. Indeed, in the proof of the case κr ≥ R0, we find TQ ∈ O and
{a¯αβ}|α|=|β|=m ∈ A for Q = QR0 , and proceed as in the proof of Lemma 6.6 in this
paper.
Similarly, we deduce the following proposition from the second assertion of
Lemma 6.8.
Proposition 6.11. Suppose either L ∈ L2 and p ∈ (1, 2] or L ∈ L1 and p ∈ [2,∞).
Let f = (f1, . . . , fd), g ∈ Lp(R × Rd+) ∩ C∞loc(R × Rd+). Then there exist constants
γ ∈ (0, 1) and N > 0 depending only on d, δ and p, and λ0 ≥ 0 depending only on
these parameters as well as R0, such that under Assumption 6.1 the following holds
true. For any λ > λ0 and u ∈ H1p(R× Rd+) ∩ C∞loc(R× Rd+) satisfying
−ut + Lu− λu = div f + g
in R× Rd+ with the Dirichlet boundary condition u = 0 on R× ∂Rd+, we have
λ1/2‖u‖Lp(R×Rd+) + ‖Du‖Lp(R×Rd+) ≤ N‖f‖Lp(R×Rd+) +Nλ
−1/2‖g‖Lp(R×Rd+).
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6.3. Proofs of Theorems 6.2 and 6.3.
Proof of Theorem 6.2. As in the proof of Theorem 2.1, it suffices us to prove the a
priori estimate (6.2) when T =∞ assuming that u ∈ C∞0 (R×Ξk), f ∈ C∞0 (R×Ξk),
and aij are infinitely differentiable. At the moment, we also assume that bi ≡ c ≡ 0
and u vanishes outside B+R0(t1, x1) for some (t1, x1) ∈ R×Rd+. Then from Corollary
6.7 we obtain
‖ut‖Lp(R×Rd+) + ‖DDx′′u‖Lp(R×Rd+) + λ‖u‖Lp(R×Rd+)
≤ Nγα1‖D2u‖Lp(R×Rd+) +N1‖f‖Lp(R×Rd+), (6.14)
where N = N(d, δ, p) and N1 = N1(d, δ, p, γ).
To apply the estimates for divergence equations obtained in the previous sub-
section, we divide both sides of the equation (6.1) by a11, then add −ut, ∆x′′u =
Dx2x2u+ . . .+Dxd−1xd−1u, and −λu. We then get
− ut +∆x′u+ a
1d + ad1
a11
Dd1u+
add
a11
Dddu− λu
= (1/a11 − 1)ut + λ(1/a11 − 1)u+ f/a11 +∆x′′u−
d∑
i,j=1
aˆijDiju, (6.15)
where aˆij = aij/a11 for all i, j = 1, . . . , d, except the following terms:
aˆ11 = aˆ1d = aˆd1 = aˆdd = 0.
Set a˜d1 = (a1d + ad1)/a11, a˜dd = add/a11, and
f˜ = (1/a11 − 1)ut + λ(1/a11 − 1)u+ f/a11 +∆x′′u−
d∑
i,j=1
aˆijDiju.
Then the equation (6.15) turns into
− ut +∆x′u+ a˜d1Dd1u+ a˜ddDddu− λu = f˜ (6.16)
in R× Rd+. Denote w = Ddu and
Lw = ∆x′w +Dd(a˜d1D1w) +Dd(a˜ddDdw).
By differentiating the equation (6.16) in xd, we see that w satisfies the following
divergence type equation
− wt + Lw − λw = Ddf˜ (6.17)
with the Dirichlet boundary condition w = 0 on R× ∂Rd+. Notice that L ∈ L2 and
the coefficients of L satisfy Assumption 6.1 with N(δ)γ in places of γ. Then by
Proposition 6.11 there exist γ1 ∈ (0, 1) and N , depending only on d, δ, p, and λ0 ≥ 0
depending only on these parameters as well as R0, such that under Assumption 6.1
with any γ ∈ (0, γ1] and the condition λ > λ0, we have
‖DDdu‖Lp(R×Rd+) = ‖Dw‖Lp(R×Rd+) ≤ N‖f˜‖Lp(R×Rd+). (6.18)
On the other hand, by the definition of f˜ and (6.14),
‖f˜‖Lp(R×Rd+) ≤ N‖ut‖Lp(R×Rd+) +N‖DDx′′u‖Lp(R×Rd+)
+Nλ‖u‖Lp(R×Rd+) +N‖f‖Lp(R×Rd+),
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where N = N(d, δ). This combined with (6.14) and (6.18) gives
‖ut‖Lp(R×Rd+) +
∑
ij>1
‖Diju‖Lp(R×Rd+) + λ‖u‖Lp(R×Rd+)
≤ Nγα1‖D2u‖Lp(R×Rd+) +N1‖f‖Lp(R×Rd+).
The missing term D21u from the left-hand side of the above inequality can be esti-
mated by the above estimate and the equation itself. Therefore, we obtain
‖ut‖Lp(R×Rd+) + ‖D
2u‖Lp(R×Rd+) + λ‖u‖Lp(R×Rd+)
≤ Nγα1‖D2u‖Lp(R×Rd+) +N1‖f‖Lp(R×Rd+).
Now we choose γ small enough so that γ ≤ γ1 and Nγα1 < 1/2. Then using the
interpolation argument to obtain λ1/2‖Du‖Lp(R×Rd+), we finally obtain (6.2)
Next, using the partition of unity argument, moving the biDiu and cu terms to
the right-hand side of the equation, taking λ0 even larger, and using interpolation
inequalities, we remove the restrictions that bi ≡ c ≡ 0 and u vanishes outside
B+R0(t1, x1) in the previous step. The theorem is proved. 
Proof of Theorem 6.3. The proof repeats the same lines in the proof of Theorem
6.2 except that the function w := Ddu satisfies (6.17) with the conormal derivative
condition D1w = 0 on R× ∂Rd+, and we use Proposition 6.9 instead of Proposition
6.11 and the second assertion of Corollary 6.7 instead of the first one. We omit the
details. 
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